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I. INTRODUCTION

With The Mexican Civil Code Annotated, Professor Jorge A. Vargas has assembled a reference book that endeavors to be far more than a mere English translation. For those of us north of the Rio Grande, schooled in the common law and accustomed to its peculiar fascination with case law, this book is of considerable practical import. It grounds the novice with a basic understanding of Mexico's legal system and the civil code's place within it. But beyond that, and most notably, Prof. Vargas has appended English translations of binding and persuasive decisions (jurisprudencia and tesis sobresalientes respectively) of Mexico's highest courts to pertinent articles of the code. While this is unexpected considering Mexico is a civil law country, it is immensely useful for those in cross-border practice. In fact, this is the first English translation of Mexico's Federal Civil Code to provide such citations to Mexican case law.

The book, of course, has several other useful features. Its most convenient aspect is the side-by-side arrangement of the English translation of the code with the original Spanish version.

* Professor of Law, University of San Diego Law School.
** Frank Christian Olah received his J.D. from the University of Miami School of Law in 2006.
To get the reader up to speed, the book also thoroughly describes the history and relevance of Mexico’s Civil Code. Moreover, it has extensive bibliographies of both Mexican and U.S. articles and books pertaining to every subject matter covered by the code, thus making it a superb starting point for continued research.

But it is, after all, the inclusion of judicial holdings that sets Prof. Vargas’ book apart. And while this feature is the book’s greatest asset, it is somewhat unsatisfactorily executed. Any American practitioner or legal researcher picking up this book will of course be appreciative of Prof. Vargas’ effort to provide entrée to such judicial thinking. Nevertheless, the confusing organization, dearth of explanatory notes and the occasional, lackadaisical translation of many judicial holdings result in disappointment and sometimes incomprehension for the reader.

Regardless, the book is a terrific point of entry for the American legal researcher. It is hoped that for future editions, Prof. Vargas will make the necessary and reasonably straightforward revisions. Ultimately, the Mexican Civil Code Annotated should prove to be a tabbed, torn and dog-eared favorite.

II. ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The monolingual legal researcher who braves the anonymous cyber-world of legal translations is often left to wonder whether the unseen internet author can be trusted. As is often the case, there exists space for discretion between the original Spanish text and the English translation. That discretion can mean the difference between legal insight and gibberish. With some exceptions in the awkward translations of judicial holdings, which will be discussed later, based upon his outstanding academic career and prolific contributions to American academia, Prof. Vargas’ translation is as reliable as his reputation suggests.

Prof. Vargas has dedicated much of his career to making Mexican law accessible for jurists in the United States. He studied law both at the National Autonomous University of Mexico and at Yale Law School. In 1983 he began teaching international and comparative law at the University of San Diego School of Law where he founded the Mexico-United States Law Institute. He has been a Guest Lecturer on Mexican Law at New York Univer-

---

2. See id. at IV-VII.
3. Id. at V.
4. Id.
sity School of Law as well as a Visiting Professor at Stanford Law School. Furthermore, he has worked as a fellow at the United Nations Headquarters, the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars at the Smithsonian Institution, and at the Center for U.S.-Mexico Studies at the University of California San Diego. In Mexico, Prof. Vargas served as a legal advisor to several of the country's federal agencies, including the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs. His past work with the Mexican government, significant international teaching, and private practice experience grant a quasi-imprimatur to his translation of the civil code.

Prof. Vargas has also penned fifty law review articles and over a dozen books on Mexican law. These include two works that are essential for the cross-border lawyer’s shelves: The Mexican Legal Dictionary and Desk Reference and the recently completed four volume Mexican Law: A Treatise for Legal Practitioners and International Investors. These works, along with Stephen Zamora's Mexican Law and a number of titles by Julio Romañach, Jr., are indispensable to the Spanish-impaired attorney.

III. THE MEXICAN CIVIL CODE’S PLACE IN THE UNITED STATES

In his translation of the Mexican Civil Code, Prof. Vargas presents more than just a new face on an old law. Technically, this is a new law. In 2000, Mexico enacted this Federal Civil Code in recognition of Mexico City’s political independence. The new code nearly replicated the 1928 Civil Code, which had applied both locally to the federal district of Mexico City and, in federal matters, to the entire country. The 1928 Civil Code still applies

5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Id.
8. See id.
13. VARGAS, supra note 1, at XXXIX.
14. See id. at XI, XXXIX.
to Mexico City, but now it is the Federal Civil Code that applies particularly to federal matters.15 Mexico's thirty-one states had previously adopted the language of the 1928 code for their own civil codes.16 Consequently, "the legal language of the current Civil Code of 1928 constitutes today the ius commune in civil law matters throughout the entire country."17 Prof. Vargas's book presents the most recent language of the Federal Civil Code, including all of its amendments as of July 31, 2004.

The new Federal Civil Code is thus significant for two reasons. First, there is now a specifically delineated federal law, with its concomitant jurisprudence, that may be applied in international actions abroad if such actions pertain to federal matters. Moreover, the new federal code will surely be the standard the Mexican states follow as they amend their civil codes,18 as the 1928 Civil Code was in the past. Accordingly, cross-border litigators in the United States would do well to familiarize themselves with the Federal Civil Code as it is an excellent means to become acquainted with Mexico's civil codes in general.

Understanding the civil code is of increasing importance as the implementation of Mexican law in U.S. courtrooms frequently occurs. In California, for instance, out of 226 cases decided by that state's courts involving foreign law from 2003 to 2005, 100 were governed by Mexican law.19 Of course, American courts in states that border Mexico will often confront the issue of whether to apply Mexican law in choice of law cases.20 Litigators will some-

15. See id. at XXXIX.
16. Id. at 11.
17. Id.
times want to argue for application of Mexican law. For instance, in tort litigation, defendants would no doubt prefer to avoid the heavy damages available under U.S. law in favor of Mexico's restrictive policy. In the words of one practitioner, "the evolution of the global economy and the economic integration of North America make Mexican legal issues increasingly more likely to arise in U.S. courts . . . ."

Two major developments in the 1990s transformed Mexican law from a jurisprudential backwater into "the most prominent foreign law area" in U.S. courts. First, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) removed trade barriers, modernized the Mexican economy and infused progressive ideals into Mexico's more traditional value system. Second, Mexico's Foreign Investment Act of 1993 "completely changed the country's philosophy in the areas of business, trade, and investment. . . . and opened avenues for a more efficient and expeditious flow of foreign businesses and investors to Mexico." These laws have increased enormously the cross-border exchange of persons and property, and their accompanying legal issues.

Perhaps a more significant cause of the frequent importation of Mexican law into the U.S. is what Prof. Vargas describes as "the triad of intertwined factors" consisting of geography, people and wealth. First, Mexico's common border with the United States is one of its "most valuable and strategic assets," and links its developing democracy with a world power. Second, the fortunes of many Americans and Mexicans are inextricably intertwined


26. Vargas, supra note 18, at 1339.

27. Id. at 1339-40.

thanks to immigration and tourism. In 2004, Mexicans accounted for 67% of the Hispanic population in the United States, its largest ethnic minority. As for Americans, over thirteen million visit Mexico every year and thousands choose to retire there. For anyone who has passed through the crowded border between San Diego and Tijuana, the steady intermingling of persons is profoundly apparent. Third, between January and November of 2005, Mexico ranked second in terms of total trade in goods with the United States. This consisted of $265.6 billion in goods imported and exported, making up 11.3% of the United State’s total trade in goods.

A great number of the issues that arise in this cross-border exchange of persons and property fall within the ambit of Mexico’s civil code, for instance, marriages and divorces. "In Mexico, the Civil Code is at the center of the multiplicity of legal acts and interactions . . . ." Any U.S. attorney involved in cross-border litigation or some form of alternative dispute resolution should retain at least a passing familiarity with the civil code’s provisions, especially pertaining to jurisdiction and damages.

IV. THE BOOK’S FEATURES

Researching Mexican law can be a perilous escapade for the average common law practitioner. In general, a researcher seeks three things: authority, accuracy and accessibility. This goes doubly so when looking for a reliable English translation. Unfortunately, the Mexican government’s own website provides only the original Spanish versions of legislation. And while other websites abound with partial English translations, knowing which ones to trust is often an exercise in blind faith. A couple of years

30. Vargas, supra note 18, at 1340.
32. Id.
34. VARGAS, supra note 1, at XXXVII.
ago Prof. Vargas attempted to alleviate much of this tedious wandering with his own guide to researching Mexican law on the internet.\textsuperscript{37} But even he warns that "any Mexican law information in English which has been taken from an on-line site . . . should be handled with caution."\textsuperscript{38} That is little relief for the new associate hoping to provide some accurate authority for a pleading under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 44.1.\textsuperscript{39} Fortunately, \textit{The Mexican Civil Code Annotated} accounts for at least one out of Mexico's eight federal codes.\textsuperscript{40} Prof. Vargas' translation affords the American tenderfoot a sorely needed foothold on the world of Mexican civil law.

In the book's introduction, Prof. Vargas notes three features that make his work uniquely user-friendly for the legal researcher or practitioner new to Mexican law. First, Prof. Vargas includes his article \textit{The New Federal Civil Code of Mexico}.\textsuperscript{41} While it is brief, the article goes a long way to answering many frequently asked questions. The article provides a solid foundation for both a basic understanding of the Federal Civil Code's place in the larger framework of Mexican law as well as a starting point for additional research. In addition to explaining the social and political origins of the Federal Civil Code, the article points out several of the more critical elements of the code such as the principle of limited territoriality, the concept of moral damages, and the modernization of family law.

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{38} Vargas, supra note 35, at 44.

\textsuperscript{39} See \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P.} 44.1. ("Determination of Foreign Law - A party who intends to raise an issue concerning the law of a foreign country shall give notice by pleadings or other reasonable written notice. The court, in determining foreign law, may consider any relevant material or source, including testimony, whether or not submitted by a party or admissible under the Federal Rules of Evidence. The court's determination shall be treated as a ruling on a question of law."). See generally John G. Sprankling & George R. Lanyi, \textit{Pleading and Proof of Foreign Law in American Courts}, 19 \textit{Stan. J. Int'l L.} 3, 58-59 (1983) ("Statutes in particular require interpretation in order to be applied to the facts at bar, because the public policy embodied in them is rarely clear on their face. Consequently, courts sometimes have been willing to look beyond the commonly accepted notion that precedent carries no weight in civil-law systems and have relied on decisions from foreign jurisdictions."); Usatorre v. The Victoria, 172 F.2d 434, 439 (2d Cir. 1949).

\textsuperscript{40} The other seven federal codes are: the Code of Civil Procedure, the Criminal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure, the Code of Commerce, the Code of Military Justice, the Code of Electoral Institutions and Procedures, and the Fiscal Code of the Federation. \textit{Cámara de Diputados H. Congreso de la Unión, supra} note 36.

\textsuperscript{41} VARGAS, supra note 1, at XIX (originally published in Jorge A. Vargas, \textit{The Federal Civil Code of Mexico}, 26 \textit{U. Miami Inter-Am. L. Rev.} 229 (2005)).
\end{footnotesize}
Second, Prof. Vargas provides extensive bibliographies of both Mexican and U.S. sources for each part of the code in the appendices. The Federal Civil Code is divided into four “books”: Individual Persons and Legal Entities (Personas Físicas y Personas Morales), Property (Bienes), Decedent’s Estates (Sucesiones), and Contracts (Obligaciones). The four page-long bibliography of Mexican sources in Appendix 1 is grouped according to each of the code’s books with an additional section of general sources. Personas and Obligaciones get the most attention. And while each source’s title is accompanied with a parenthetical English translation, the sources themselves look to be only in Spanish. Prof. Vargas describes this bibliography as containing the “longest list of the most well-known legal works... written by the most prestigious and prominent Mexican jurists, law professors and legal practitioners ever compiled.”

Meanwhile, Appendix 2 provides a comprehensive, thirty-two page list of recent U.S. articles and books that are available in English. Unlike the Mexican sources, this compilation is conveniently sorted by subject matter. Subject headings include: agricultural law, amparo process, bankruptcy, business law, criminal law, electricity industry, environmental law, family law, immigration, labor law, NAFTA, tax, technology, and women’s rights. Whatever the issue, the novice cross-border practitioner can be sure to gain confidence with this vetted list of sources from which to begin their research.

The third unique feature of The Mexican Civil Code Annotated, and the one that sets it apart from all previous translations, is the inclusion of English translations of Mexican federal court rulings (based on the 1928 Civil Code) for many articles of each “book.” Mexico, as a civil law country, does not embrace the doctrine of stare decisis. However, pursuant to the Amparo Act and Title Four, decisions of the Supreme Court of Justice (Corte Suprema de Justicia de la Nación) or of the Circuit Collegiate Courts (Tribunal Colegiado de Circuito) may become legally binding on the federal and state courts, as well as administrative, labor and military tribunals in what is called a jurisprudencia. Such a jurisprudencia results from five consecutive and substan-

| 42. Id. at XVII.  |
| 44. VARGAS, supra note 9, at 299-300.  |
tively identical Supreme Court resolutions that are not interrupted by a contrary decision. The individual decisions composing a jurisprudencia are called tesis and are only of persuasive value. The closer such a ruling is to the required fifth, the greater its persuasiveness. The Supreme Court "may reverse the established jurisprudence so long as it states its reasons for so doing, which should have some relation to the principles relied upon in establishing the original jurisprudence which it now reverses."

The majority of federal cases arise as amparo suits. An amparo suit (juicio de amparo) is "an original Mexican institution with no exact equivalent in the common law tradition." It is a constitutional suit of a summary nature, the object of which is to protect in a special case and at the petition of the injured party, all private persons whose individual rights as established in the Constitution have been violated through laws or acts of authorities, or when the laws or acts of the Federal authorities injure the sovereignty of the States.

Amparo suits "have five diverse functions: (1) protection of individual guarantees; (2) testing allegedly unconstitutional laws; (3) contesting judicial decisions; (4) petitioning against official administrative acts and resolutions; and (5) protection of the social rights of farmers subject to the agrarian reform laws." Amparo suits may be "either be direct, initiated in the Supreme Court or collegiate circuit courts, or indirect, initiated in a district court and [then] brought on appeal to the previously mentioned courts."

Prof. Vargas advises that "Mexico’s sound legal research prin-

45. Id.
46. See id.
47. VARGAS, supra note 1, at XV.
48. HELEN L. CLAGETT & DAVID M. VALDERRAMA, A REVISED GUIDE TO THE LAW & LEGAL LITERATURE OF MEXICO 407 (1973) (internal citations omitted).
49. Id.
53. AVALOS, supra note 50, at 10.
ciples dictate that it is always recommended to ascertain the tenor of the latest interpretation given to that specific legal provision" by the Supreme Court or Collegiate Circuit Court in their most recent jurisprudencia.\textsuperscript{54} Indeed, case law may be considered a basic element in the three step process of Mexican legal research. The first step is to determine the relevant code and the specific code article(s) that apply to the specific situation.\textsuperscript{55} Instead of keyword searching, Mexican legal research is "done by thinking in broad, general legal concepts and then working down to the specific."\textsuperscript{56} The second step is to find the applicable doctrine.\textsuperscript{57} The final step is to search for Supreme Court jurisprudencia and tesis sobresalientes.\textsuperscript{58}

Consequently, Prof. Vargas graciously supplies the English translation, citation, and holding of the relevant jurisprudencias or tesis. For example, immediately following Article 267 pertaining to the grounds for divorce, Prof. Vargas adds five "jurisprudences" and two "theses."\textsuperscript{59} Each of these consist of the rubro,\textsuperscript{60} a sentence or two describing the rule, the name of the court, the name of the case, date of decision, the number of votes and in some instances the name of the ponente\textsuperscript{61} and secretario. Generally, the basic holdings are understandable. However, while this feature of the book is its greatest attribute, it can be frustrating for those unfamiliar with Mexico's judicial system.

V. A FEW DIFFICULTIES

Prof. Vargas has done a great service for U.S. lawyers by including English translations of the relevant jurisprudencias and tesis in his publication of the civil code. However, there are a few, minor, difficulties. Prof. Vargas has not provided any information as to either the organization of Mexico's court system or the method to retrieve a Mexican case based on the citation provided. A brief primer on Mexico's judiciary and case reporting system,
similar to the article he included explaining the history and contents of the civil code itself, would be sufficient to ease the reader's disorientation.

Fortunately for the common law practitioner, Mexico's federal judiciary is organized in a three tier system similar to that of the United States. The Supreme Court (Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación) has final appellate jurisdiction over all state and federal courts. The circuit courts (Tribunales de Circuito) consists of both single judge courts (Tribunales Unitarios de Circuito) and collegiate courts (Tribunales Colegiados de Circuito). The federal courts of first instance are the district courts (Juzgados de Distrito) and jury courts (Jurados Populares Federales). Articles 94 to 107 of the Constitution and the Organic Law of the Federal Judiciary (Ley Orgánica del Poder Judicial de la Federación) govern the organization and authority of Mexico's federal judiciary.

Supreme Court decisions are officially published in the Semanario Judicial de la Federación (Judicial Weekly of the Federation), which is divided into a series of seven épocas. The first five épocas contain the actual texts of court decisions and resolutions. However, since the sixth época the practice has been limited to only simple extracts, with the exception of extraordinary cases (e.g. those of first impression). Because the first four épocas (jurisprudencia historica) preceding the 1917 Constitution have no binding force, most accessible Mexican case law consists of extracts. Indeed, "published case decisions are condensed to a point that most common law researchers would consider

62. See MARTIN C. NEEDLER, MEXICAN POLITICS: THE CONTAINMENT OF CONFLICT 87-90, 94-96 (2d ed. 1990) ("The citizen of the United States would find little that is unfamiliar about the government of Mexico if he looked solely at the nation's constitution, or at a formal organizational chart. But that is the form. The content is of course different. . . . The judiciary, however, does have a limited measure of independence from the executive, and has rendered decisions against the executive. . . . However, the judiciary normally limits itself to a nonpolitical role and has not mounted frontal challenges to Mexican presidents, as the U.S. Supreme Court has sometimes done with respect to presidents of the United States.").


64. AVALOS, supra note 50, at 9.

65. Id.

66. Id. See also VARGAS, supra note 9, at 283-98; ZAMORA ET AL., supra note 11, at 186-228 (2004) (explaining the Mexican judicial system more thoroughly).

67. See CLAGETT & VALDERRAMA, supra note 48, at 409; AVALOS, supra note 50, at 17.

68. CLAGETT & VALDERRAMA, supra note 48, at 409.

69. Id.
extreme." The researcher will likely find the considerando (conclusion of law) with only those facts necessary to make the ruling comprehensible.

[T]he loss to the legal scholar of the minute but pertinent facts, issues, and other potentially valuable materials for an effective, accurate, and thorough legal research, which only an actual text could provide, would seem to be the inevitable result . . . [which] would seem to be more restrictive of, rather than conducive to, a steady and progressive growth of jurisprudence.

Prof. Vargas can thus be forgiven for not supplying a more complete guide to finding Mexican case law. Accessing decisions in the Semanario "is extremely difficult and time consuming." Unfortunately, this is because the manner of indexing and the terms chosen for each topic are constantly changed from época to época and even from volume to volume within each época.

Consequently, private publishers have sought to make Supreme Court decisions more accessible. Mayo Ediciones offers "the . . . most complete" reporting service. The company publishes numerous titles: Jurisprudencia y Tesis Sobresalientes; Jurisprudencia; Poder Judicial de la Federación; Informe (annual report of the most important Supreme Court cases of the year); and Compilación Mayo del Semanario Judicial de la Federación. Unfortunately, all of these materials are available only in Spanish; however, this only heightens the significance of the English translations that Prof. Vargas has provided.

To get a feel for the advantage presented by Vargas’s Mexican Civil Code Annotated, we have only to look at one of the jurisprudencias that are appended throughout the code. For example, Article 267 provides:

JURISPRUDENCE
DIVORCE, FAILING TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AS GROUNDS FOR.— . . . in contentious divorces it is necessary that the required grounds for divorce remain clearly

70. Avalos, supra note 50, at 18.
71. Id.
72. Clagett & Valderrama, supra note 48, at 409-10.
74. Avalos, supra note 50, at 17.
75. Id.
76. Id. at 17-18.
specified and the refusal of the obligee is proven, in order for the tribunal to appreciate the gravity of the lack of compliance demonstrative of the scorn, unattachment, abandonment, or lack of affection of the plaintiff spouse or his/her children, and which would make it impossible to live together; gravity that is not justified when in an imprecise manner it is alleged that the defendant has not complied in its entirety with the provision of support.


The format of this jurisprudencia is generally similar to what is found in the Mayo Ediciones titles, with the obvious difference that the rule here is in English. While most of the italicized citation sections remain in Spanish, Prof. Vargas has translated a few, scattered throughout the book.

In addition to the lack of background material on Mexico's judicial system and case law apparatus, there are two other relatively superficial difficulties. First, Prof. Vargas has chosen a disorderly and inconsistent arrangement for the jurisprudencias and tesis throughout the code. Perhaps it makes sense for those with a more intimate understanding of Mexican case law, but for the novice, the lack of organizational clarity is jarring. The jurisprudencias and tesis seem to run unbroken, one into the next, without any indents, numerals or section breaks to delineate one from the other or to suggest each one's relative importance. Some jurisprudencias and tesis have been given a bold, all-caps heading of “Jurisprudence” or “Thesis,” as in the example above. But what falls under the heading may include several separate rules that go on for pages. The reader is left with the impression that the headings are inconsistent or inconsequential. A simple introduction explaining the types and sources of judicial decisions, an English translation for each citation, and a better organized typographical style would go a long way to remedying what is basically a formatting problem.

Second, the English translations of the tesis and jurisprudencias are occasionally substandard, presumably the result of a literal approach to translation. “International litigation often focuses sharply on law/language issues...” Extraordinary stress...
is placed on the translated law; a single mistranslated word may result in victory or defeat.\textsuperscript{78} Therefore, the awkward word order or lack of subject-verb agreement is difficult to excuse. Here is another example from Article 267: "[t]he cause of action on grounds for divorce to be valid require that there be a final sentence that establishes a punishment longer than two years in prison."\textsuperscript{79} The error is slight and not substantive, but it is obvious enough and thus contradicts the very purpose of providing an authoritative English translation. While not every judicial holding is translated poorly, the errors occur regularly enough. If Prof. Vargas intends this book to be used by judges and practitioners in the United States, he will have to re-translate and re-organize the judicial holdings in order to communicate the law with the clarity and exactness that professionals expect.

VI. CONCLUSION

When all is said and done, Prof. Vargas' effort is laudable. He has sought to accomplish what heretofore had not been attempted. By including English translations of jurisprudencias and tesis he has made available a feature of Mexico's legal system that is of inestimable usefulness for those practicing law north of the Rio Grande. The Mexican Civil Code Annotated is an excellent first step. As Mexican law becomes more pervasive in American courts, arbitrations and business transactions, Prof. Vargas' book will hopefully evolve to keep step with the common law attorney's ever increasing interest in its application.


\textsuperscript{79} VARGAS, supra note 1, at 115.